Chapter 8 - The Final Battle
After beheading the King of the Royal Flush Gang, Utan and Maiya heads to MageCorps Headquarters to
defeat Ms. Heart. Before they could enter the gate, they were confronted by the Gemini Brothers.
Utan: Get out of our way.
Duodon: If you want to deal with our commander, you're going to have to go through us.
Utan: Ok.
But before Dudley could immobilize him, Utan quickly penetrated the right back side of Dudley's neck.
But he could go any deeper due to Dudley's reinforcement. Dudley grabs hold of Utan and immobilizes
him at close range.
Dudley: Donald, now.
Duodon was just about to use his magic to fully control Utan. But he broke free from Dudley's
immobilizaion spell and headbutts him straight in the nose.
Duodon: No, Dudley. (Before he could run away, Maiya uses her Arterian Whip and brings Duodon to
her.)
Utan: Where's Ugoh? (punches him in the stomach and then generates a monoshizao.) Where's Ugoh,
you bastard?
Maiya: That's good enough. This whip will hold him at bay; let's go in there.
Utan and Maiya enter the headquarters. Meanwhile in the breifing room, A fully powered-up
Commander Ugoh waits for them.
Martellus: I been waiting for this moment, Ms. Heart. Is this power good enough to finally kill Utan so
we can begin our world dominance?
Ms. Heart: . . . . . .
Martellus: I guess I'm going to have to find out for myself.
Then, Utan and Maiya appear to take on Commander Ugoh.
Utan: Where's my sisters?
Martellus: Oh you want to see them? Go on ahead and open the curtains, Diamond.
The nightshades open the curtains and sees them chained up outside but sees a wormhole behind them.
Martellus: I'll give you one last chance to join us, Utan. If you don't they will be killed by the Angra
Maniyu.

Maiya: So that's who those nightshades are. Ugoh, you really are insane; your body is slowly becoming
weak the long you have Ms. Heart in you.
Martellus: Ha, don't be ridiculous. I'm in control of both Ms. Heart and the shadow within. Here, let me
give you a demonstration.
Commander Ugoh powers up. His power has activated the wormhole for the Angra Maniyu to come out.
Utan: Shit. Mom, they're stalling for time for the Angra Maniyu to come out.
Maiya goes to rescue her daughters but was blasted by Commander Ugoh's shadow fireball straight to
her chest.
Utan: Maiya!
Then, he fires another shadow fireball straight to Utan. But he was able to cut through it with his
gauntlet.
Utan: You asshole!
Utan and Commander Ugoh fight for five minutes. As you can tell, neither Utan or Ugoh were gaining an
advantage. Suddenly, the shadow within Ugoh was reacting to what was coming out of the wormhole.
Was it actually the Angra Maniyu or was it something else?
Martellus: What's going on, Ms. Heart?
Ms. Heart: I don't know. I'm losing control over you, I have to get out of your body immediately.
Martellus: No, stay!
Utan: (sees red eyes inside the wormhole.) Now's my chance.
Utan used the Kuuga to free his sisters but they were exhausted from having their energy drained from
those chains. Utan was going to rescue them but it was too late, the Angra Maniyu appears before Utan
and the others. But it was a female, having blue and red eyes. (Zakura)
Utan: What kind of trickery is this? Are you the Angra Maniyu?
Zakura: Please Die, brother.
Utan: Brother?
Zakura runs straight to him and kicks him straight in the face. As you can tell Commander Ugoh was
shocked and pleased to see that from her. He was speechless as she slowly approached her.
Zakura: You have something that belongs to me.

Martellus: Who? Ms. Heart? I found her before you.
Zakura rushed straight at him and kicked his left eye out.
Martellus: My eye!! My fucking eye!!!
Zakura: Are you going to give that soul to me?
Martellus: You bitch. I'll - - Zakura stabs Ugoh in the stomach and steals Ms. Heart's essence from him. Then, Utan kicks her away
from Ugoh.
Utan: Your fight's against me.
Kilitia and Samari lend Utan their battle aura so he can be at equal footing with Zakura. For six minutes,
Zakura was able to beat Utan.
Zakura: Are you finished resisting?
Utan: No.
He was able to cut through her by generating a golden axe sword. Utan was slowly getting angry for
what she did to his family. All that anger was being honed into this axe sword generated from his
gauntlet.
Zakura: You holding out on me, after all. That's so like you. (she generates a scythe.)
Utan: (he becomes tired and shakes it off. Thinking silently.) I have to finish this fight quickly. Otherwise,
the Pacific is doomed.
Utan powers up and continues his battle against Zakura. Utan was finally able to cut through her. Then
he stabs Zakura in the stomach with the axe sword.
Utan: Do you have any last words before I send you back?
Zakura: Go on ahead. I sure hope the next three years will be an enlightenment for you; such a pity.
Utan threw Zakura away into the wormhole and it closed. Then, Ivan and Akisora arrive.
Utan: Help me carry my family out of this facility.
Ivan: Is she going to make it?
Utan: . . . . . (leaves.)
Then, Commander Ugoh gets up.

Martellus: You. You're not walking away from me this time.
Utan: You can send all the soldiers you want after me, but if you ever involve my family into our feud,
expect no mercy.
Akisora: Why didn't you kill him?
Ivan: He's not worth it, Akisora. We shouldn't associate ourselves with this weakling. Let's go to the
hospital.

